MIL-PRF-81705 Information Sheet

Please visit the ASSIST website to view the latest version of the QPL-81705 for the only approved and authorized manufacturers of MIL-PRF-81705 material.

The QPL is updated periodically so make sure you check for the most recent authorized sources. The examples shown here are from the last QPL updated on 24 Sep 2013. Please note there are currently no MIL-PRF-81705 Type II sources so that material should not be used.

From the front page of ASSIST type in QPL-81705 or click on the below link:


Next, click on the “View QPD data” link.
- Cadillac Products Packaging Co. (CADPAK ESD)

Pictures shows MIL-PRF-81705, Type I, Class I, CADPAK ESD, Cadillac Products Packaging Co.
Type III, Class 2 Certified Sources

Caltex Plastics (CP STAT 100M) is the only MIL-PRF-81705E TYPE III qualified manufacturer.

Pictures shows MIL-PRF-81705, Type III, Class 2, CALTEX Plastics (CP STAT 100M).